Abstract

Telemedicine is a field of medicine characterized by telecommunication for clinical health care and transmission of medical images and videos. For transmission, a huge bandwidth is required over the internet. The size of the images that belongs to a single patient is very large which contains resolution factor and diagnostic images. So there is a need for efficient compression techniques for compressing these medical images. The regions which are considered to be more important than others in medical images is known as a Region of Interest (ROI) e.g. tumor is ROI in brain MRI. In this work, the ROI is detected by the saliency map technique, after that targets or ROIs be coded at available bits while the remainder of the background or non-ROI part is coded using fewer bits. By this method, the target regions within the video frame or image will be well preserved while the number of bits needed to code the video sequence or images is reduced. Thus, the transmission bandwidth and storage requirements are reduced.
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